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Two new macromolecular crystallography (MX) beamlines at the National
Synchrotron Light Source II, FMX and AMX, opened for general user
operation in February 2017 [Schneider et al. (2013). J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 425,
012003; Fuchs et al. (2014). J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 493, 012021; Fuchs et al. (2016).
AIP Conf. Proc. SRI2015, 1741, 030006]. FMX, the micro-focusing Frontier MX
beamline in sector 17-ID-2 at NSLS-II, covers a 5–30 keV photon energy range
and delivers a flux of 4.0  1012 photons s1 at 1 Å into a 1 mm  1.5 mm to
10 mm  10 mm (V  H) variable focus, expected to reach 5  1012 photons s1
at final storage-ring current. This flux density surpasses most MX beamlines by
nearly two orders of magnitude. The high brightness and microbeam capability
of FMX are focused on solving difficult crystallographic challenges. The
beamline’s flexible design supports a wide range of structure determination
methods – serial crystallography on micrometre-sized crystals, raster optimization of diffraction from inhomogeneous crystals, high-resolution data collection
from large-unit-cell crystals, room-temperature data collection for crystals
that are difficult to freeze and for studying conformational dynamics, and fully
automated data collection for sample-screening and ligand-binding studies.
FMX’s high dose rate reduces data collection times for applications like serial
crystallography to minutes rather than hours. With associated sample lifetimes
as short as a few milliseconds, new rapid sample-delivery methods have been
implemented, such as an ultra-high-speed high-precision piezo scanner
goniometer [Gao et al. (2018). J. Synchrotron Rad. 25, 1362–1370], new
microcrystal-optimized micromesh well sample holders [Guo et al. (2018).
IUCrJ, 5, 238–246] and highly viscous media injectors [Weierstall et al. (2014).
Nat. Commun. 5, 3309]. The new beamline pushes the frontier of synchrotron
crystallography and enables users to determine structures from difficult-tocrystallize targets like membrane proteins, using previously intractable crystals
of a few micrometres in size, and to obtain quality structures from irregular
larger crystals.

1. Introduction
In recent years, microcrystallography has undergone revolutionary developments that have greatly widened its appeal for
structure determination of challenging proteins (Smith et al.,
2012; Owen et al., 2016; Yamamoto et al., 2017). Protein
crystallographers can now obtain structures from crystals that
previously would have been considered intractable, such as
structures from highly inhomogeneous riboswitch crystals
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(Peselis & Serganov, 2018) and sulfur anomalous phasing from
the smallest microcrystals (Guo et al., 2019). Due to faster
detectors and automation, ligand-binding studies can now
explore larger libraries. One can now study large-unit-cell
targets such as ribosome crystals in times previously appropriate only for lysozyme crystals.
The new Frontier Microfocusing Macromolecular Crystallography (FMX) beamline at the National Synchrotron Light
Source II at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) (Fuchs
et al., 2014, 2016) delivers a beam of unprecedented brightness,
stability and versatility, with a beam size of 1 to 10 mm and
a flux of 4.0  1012 photons s1 at a wavelength of 1 Å. Its
Eiger X 16M pixel-array detector supports noise-free readout
at frame rates up to 750 Hz (in a 4M region of interest) for the
collection of complete datasets in under one second, and data
collection from hundreds to thousands of microcrystals in
under one minute. Sample delivery beyond standard cryocrystallography can be tailored to the protein-crystallization
environment by choosing between ultra-fast rastering serial
microcrystallography, room-temperature in situ crystallography or serial crystallography in a lipidic cubic phase
(LCP) injector. Automation of all crucial steps of the experiment greatly increases experiment speed: high-throughput
sample-mounting robotics, high-speed raster-scan location
of microcrystals, and automated data-processing pipelines
supported by high-performance computing. In favorable cases,
the complete process from sample mounting to structure
solution is fully automated.
FMX is one of a suite of three life-science beamlines at the
National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II) funded by
the National Institutes of Health and by the Department of
Energy’s Office of Biological and Environmental Research.
The two companion beamlines are LiX (Yang et al., 2020),
with a focus on scattering methods, and AMX (Jakoncic et al.,
in preparation), with a focus on highly automated macro-

molecular crystallography (MX). The design of the FMX
optical system delivers a beam that brings NSLS-II’s unprecedented emittance (Smaluk et al., 2019) to the crystal, and its
experimental station handles this crystal with the required
precision, speed and flexibility. The layout and beam properties pose specific instrumentation challenges: with a 65.7 m
source-to-focus distance, and associated long lever arms of the
optical paths, the photon-delivery system requires that the
X-ray optics be exceptionally vibrationally stable. The two
MX beamlines’ canted undulators share the straight section of
sector 17 of NSLS-II’s storage ring; this greatly limits the
space for the optical components and experimental stations
(see Fig. 1). The high dose rates require a reconsideration of
established designs, such as the need for a sub-millisecond
shutter even for shutter-less data acquisition.

1.1. Crystallography at the one-micrometre frontier

The FMX beamline is built to explore the frontiers of
microfocus macromolecular crystallography. Its 1 mm beam
enables crystallographers to explore the limits of diffraction
data collection at ambient pressure and under throughput
conditions optimized for crystallography.
A first frontier is structure determination from the smallest
crystals. If one has micrometre-scale crystals, a micrometresized beam allows one to minimize scattering from the buffer
and crystal support, which would contribute to the background in the diffraction image. Simulations using fastBragg
(Holton et al., 2014; Lyubimov et al., 2016), which accounts for
these issues, strongly indicate that successful structure determinations from crystals of sub-micrometre sizes are possible
on FMX. Indeed, we have demonstrated sulfur SAD phasing
of crystals smaller than 10 mm (Guo et al., 2019), and we
obtained usable sub-datasets from crystals with average

Figure 1
(a) The FMX and AMX beamline layout (not to scale). AMX is served by the upstream (17-ID-1) IVU21 undulator, FMX by the downstream (17-ID-2)
one. Beam and labels of AMX are red, those of FMX in blue. All distances are given with respect to the FMX source position. (b) A top-down plan view
of the beamline layout on the NSLS-II experimental floor. The white-beam path to the monochromators is contained in the 17-ID-A lead hutches,
followed by the AMX experimental hutch 17-ID-B and the FMX experimental hutch 17-ID-C.
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665
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properties for macromolecule size, cell dimensions and solvent
content down to 2 mm in size (unpublished data).
Data collection from the smallest microcrystals will typically not yield more than a few frames per crystal, so any
complete dataset will be merged from multiple crystals. To
bring new crystal targets rapidly into the beam, synchrotron
serial crystallography is the method of choice (Yamamoto et
al., 2017), see Section 1.1.1 below.
A second frontier at the other end of the size spectrum
is the optimization of diffraction data quality from large, but
irregular and inhomogeneous, crystals. Large crystals can
exhibit cracks, twists and irregular growth regions, or comprise
clusters of microcrystals, so a large beam would yield unusable
diffraction patterns with multiple lattices or irregular reflection profiles. Rastering evaluation (Song et al., 2007; Cherezov
et al., 2009; Flot et al., 2010; Aishima et al., 2010) of such a
crystal with a size-optimized 1–10 mm beam provides a highresolution map of the diffraction properties across the crystal’s
volume, and one can subsequently collect data from only the
best regions (Bowler et al., 2010). We regularly encounter
examples of this phenomenon where data collection from a
small optimal crystal volume delivers high-quality diffraction
and a complete dataset (Peselis & Serganov, 2018). For a
structural biologist tackling a challenging target, this progress
in accessible crystal types means that final structures can
be obtained early in the crystallization optimization cycle,
thereby dramatically shortening a critical bottleneck in
structure determination.
A third frontier is the reduction of radiation damage due to
photoelectron escape effects. This also requires a beam size of
around 1 mm (Cowan & Nave, 2008; Dickerson & Garman,
2019; Marman et al., 2018) in the energy range applicable
for macromolecular crystallography (Sanishvili et al., 2011;
Finfrock et al., 2013).
For a crystallographic experiment, the beamline’s high flux
density translates to a high dose rate (see Section 2.6.1). The
time to reach the Garman dose limit (Owen et al., 2006) can be
as short as 30 ms for an average protein crystal on FMX. This
high dose rate has three main scientific uses: a significant
improvement in sample throughput for serial synchrotron
crystallography (see below), the possibility for time-resolved
crystallographic measurements of protein dynamics and
enzyme kinetics at millisecond timescales, and the outrunning
of radiation damage effects at room temperature. To realize
the promise of this new performance regime, and to realize
the beamline’s full potential, one must establish and master
new sample-handling techniques, described in the following
paragraphs.
1.1.1. Serial synchrotron crystallography. The serial crystallography program on the FMX beamline supports a wide
array of samples, crystallization buffers and crystal sizes and
shapes to solve structures from the smallest crystals (Guo et
al., 2018; Gao et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2019) and to study
conformational polymorphs through statistical analysis, as
demonstrated by Ebrahim et al. (2019). The associated
developments range from ultrafast scanning goniometers to
new sample holders and viscous injector sample delivery, from
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multi-crystal crystallography to free-electron-laser-style serial
microcrystallography, and variable-temperature measurements from cryo- to room temperature. To open up these new
methods for non-expert users we are developing easy-to-use
data-processing pipelines, described in Section 6.1.
We have successfully demonstrated several dedicated serial
crystallography crystal-delivery methods on the FMX beamline, such as the FastForward raster scanning goniometer (Gao
et al., 2018) and in meso in situ (IMISX) LCP crystal holders
(Huang et al., 2016). A high-viscosity extrusion injector
(Weierstall et al., 2014) has been installed for data collection
on FMX in a collaboration with the group of John Spence at
Arizona State University, USA. The main appeal for the
synchrotron MX user base is the optimized workflow the
injector system provides for LCP-grown microcrystals.
Examples from the FMX serial crystallography user program
are described in Section 7.5.
1.1.2. Room-temperature and variable-temperature crystallography. The beamline’s high dose rate, fast detector and

fast goniometry provide new opportunities for crystallography
measurements at room temperature. Secondary radiation
damage effects can be outrun by high-dose-rate measurements
(Warkentin et al., 2013), hard-to-freeze crystals can deliver
high-quality diffraction data (Owen et al., 2017; Axford et al.,
2015) and multiconformer refinement analysis of multitemperature datasets can reveal conformational variations
linked to protein function that would be frozen out at cryotemperatures (Keedy et al., 2015; Russi et al., 2017).

2. Photon delivery system
The machine performance of the NSLS-II storage ring with a
horizontal emittance of 0.8 nm rad (Smaluk et al., 2019) and
the figure errors of the current state-of-the-art mirrors make
a beam size of 1 mm achievable with few compromises in
available flux. We achieved this beam size with beam divergences at the sample down to 0.5 mrad, suited to the most
challenging MX projects, and at working distances that
still allow use of advanced goniometry and sample-delivery
devices.
2.1. Undulator

FMX and AMX share a low-beta short straight section in
sector 17 of the NSLS-II storage ring. The upstream undulator
(17-ID-1) is canted outboard by 1 mrad and delivers photons
to the AMX beamline. FMX’s downstream undulator (17-ID2) is canted inboard by 1 mrad for a total canting angle of
2 mrad. At the NSLS-II design emittance of "x = 0.55 nm rad,
the X-ray beam horizontal source size will be 33 mm r.m.s. with
an 18 mrad divergence r.m.s. at 12.66 keV. At the current
operational horizontal emittance of "x = 0.8 nm rad, the
horizontal source size is 41 mm with a divergence of 21 mrad.
In the vertical direction, the emittance of "y = 8 pm rad leads
to a source size of 4 mm with a divergence of 9 mrad.
Each insertion device is a 1.5 m-long IVU21 in-vacuum
undulator with Hitachi NdFeB NEOMAX magnets arranged
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665
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with a 21 mm period. The minimum undulator gap under
current operating conditions is 6.4 mm, dictated by the electron-beam orbit in sector 17, providing a peak magnetic field
of 1.0 T and a K value of 1.87.
2.2. Optical design

The optical layout of FMX (Fuchs et al., 2014, 2016; Berman
et al., 2011; Schneider et al., 2013) is optimized to deliver a
highly stable high-flux beam into a 1 mm focus, to share one
short straight section of the NSLS-II storage ring with its
companion beamline AMX, to support rapid beam-size
changes between 1 and 10 mm, and to cover a photon energy
range from 5 to 30 keV. The key beamline elements between
the frontend and the experimental station, such as X-ray
optical elements, vacuum system, slits, masks and the diagnostic screens, were designed to functional specifications. They
were fabricated and installed by Bruker ASC and its successor
RI Research Instruments GmbH, Germany.
Key elements to achieving these goals are a staggering of
the optical components between AMX and FMX, a pair of
horizontal deflection mirrors in the AMX beam path, the use
of long mirrors bent by bimorph piezoelectric transducers, a
single-stage vertical and two-stage horizontal focusing scheme,
and a horizontal-bounce double-crystal monochromator
(HDCM) for increased stability (Fig. 1).
The first optical element after the NSLS-II shield wall is
the AMX vertically deflecting double-crystal monochromator
(VDCM), at 50 mm lateral beam separation. A tandem horizontally deflecting mirror pair downstream of the AMX
monochromator at 30.8 m from the center of the short straight
have incidence angles of 3.5 mrad each to increase the relative
angle between the beams by 14 mrad. The first optical element
of FMX is the inboard-deflecting horizontal DCM (HDCM),
followed by the inboard-deflecting first horizontal focusing
mirror (HFM), both elements sharing a granite support block.
The monochromatic FMX beam passes through the AMX
experimental hutch to the horizontal secondary source in
the FMX experimental hutch. Final focusing is achieved by a
Kirkpatrick–Baez (KB) mirror pair close to the sample position at 65.7 m. A set of Be compound refractive lenses (CRLs)
upstream of the focusing mirrors can be used to expand the
beam.
2.3. Double-crystal monochromator

In both beamlines, double-crystal monochromators (DCM)
are the first optical element.
Beam stability considerations led us to choose a horizontalbounce monochromator for FMX. A vertical-bounce monochromator in FMX’s single-stage focusing scheme faces very
long optical axes that would require extremely stringent upper
bounds on the maximally tolerable angular deviations due to
vibrations; see the detailed explanation given by Fuchs et al.
(2014). An apparent source movement from an angular
deviation at the HDCM sees a smaller relative change to the
larger horizontal source size compared with the vertical
direction in the event that the DCM were vertical. Along with
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665

the larger angular beam divergence, this configuration
provides a greater vibration tolerance at the expense of a
slightly increased bandwidth and an acceptable transmission
reduction of less than 10% above 7 keV and less than 30% at
5 keV compared with a vertical-bounce DCM. A horizontal
deflection system with its vertical axis can also typically be
designed more compact and resistant to ground vibrations.
To cover the photon energy range from 5 to 30 keV, the
monochromator uses Si(111) crystals. The vertical Bragg
rotation axis carries both crystals, with the first crystal at the
rotation center. At 12.7 keV, taking into account the horizontal source divergence, the diffracted effective bandwidth
is 3.9 eV for a bandwidth of 3  104, compared with the
1.65 eV that a vertical-bounce DCM would have. The exit
beam position is fixed by translating the gap between the
crystals. The second crystal’s length covers the beam motion
upon variation of the Bragg angle, thus avoiding the need for a
second translation.
Temperature control is achieved through liquid-nitrogen
cooling of the copper blocks clamping the first crystal and a
further copper block for the second crystal. Thermal contact
of the second crystal’s cooling block can be varied from direct
clamping to a connection through braids (our current configuration) for better decoupling of vibrations.
2.4. Focusing mirrors

To provide vertical focusing, FMX has a single mirror in the
vertical direction (VKB) with a 54-fold demagnification. In the
horizontal direction it employs a two-stage focusing scheme
with a first horizontal focusing mirror (HFM) at 40.7 m from
the undulator with a demagnification of 3.1, focusing into a
secondary source aperture (SSA) at 53.7 m. A second horizontal mirror (HKB) to complete a KB mirror pair follows
with a demagnification of 23. The SSA is a pair of horizontal
and vertical slit blades. Using the horizontal slit pair, the beam
size at the sample can be reduced by slitting down the horizontal secondary source size at the expense of flux.
All focusing mirrors are pre-shaped second-generation
bimorph mirrors, each with 16 side-attached piezo bending
elements (SESO, France). The HFM is a silicon mirror with a
700 mm optically active area and a cylindrical pre-shape that is
bent to a meridional ellipse. Its slope error is 0.2 mrad r.m.s.
For the KB mirrors, we chose fused silica as a more flexible
substrate material to support the required bending range.
They have optical lengths of 650 mm (V) and 500 mm (H),
respectively, and are elliptically pre-shaped. The VKB mirror’s
slope error is 0.2 mrad r.m.s. and the HKB mirror’s slope error
is 0.5 mrad r.m.s. All three mirrors have stripes coated with
40 nm layers of Pd and Pt, and the two horizontal focusing
mirrors have an additional bare substrate stripe to provide
harmonic rejection over the operating range from 5 to 30 keV,
at incidence angles of 2.5 mrad. Due to the KB mirrors’ length
and high demagnification, the pitch range within which the
beam size is unaffected is approximately 10 mrad for the VKB
and 20 mrad for the HKB, corresponding to 10 mm at the
sample.
Dieter K. Schneider et al.
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2.4.1. Focusing and beam-size control. One would like to
control the beam size to meet the requirements of the specific
data collection at hand (Nave, 2014) and to provide a spatial
resolution for crystal location by diffraction-based rastering.
The beam size can be increased without a significant reduction
in flux by changing the bimorph mirrors’ curvature to move
the focus downstream. The height adjustment of the goniometer axis to follow the associated small shifts in the beam
position is automated and takes under one minute.
In many data collection and rastering schemes, rapid focus
changes are a higher priority than maximizing photon flux. For
this mode, one can move the focus upstream of the sample
within seconds by inserting CRLs upstream of the KB mirrors,
with no need to reconfigure the mirrors. A CRL transfocator
unit is installed upstream of the KB mirror pair. It has two
banks of six sliders, each of which can hold up to four lenses.
The current lens package consists of eight horizontally
focusing and four vertically focusing cylinder paraboloid
biconcave CRLs with a 200 mm radius of curvature
(RXOPTICS).
Lastly, the KB systems can be retracted from the beam to
achieve nearly parallel beams at the expense of flux, e.g. for
data collection on crystals with large unit cells. In this
configuration, FMX’s first horizontal focusing mirror and the
CRLs allow one to collimate the beam. The associated beam
offset at the sample position is 5 mm in the vertical and
2.5 mm in the horizontal direction, tracked by the beamconditioning devices and the microscope.
FMX currently delivers two beam-size options for energies
from 9 to 15 keV [user-adjustable between 1 mm  1.5 mm
(Fig. 2) and 10 mm  10 mm V  H], while for other energies
we adjust the curvature of the bimorph mirrors. These robust
options will be upgraded to a rapid user-controlled selection of
four discrete beam sizes (1, 3, 5 and 10 mm) over the whole
energy range through an extended CRL assortment in the
transfocator.
To achieve the smallest beam size one controls the mirror
figure of all three bimorph bending mirrors. To obtain optimized voltage profiles for the bimorph benders, we use in situ
slope error measurements by the pencil-beam method (Sutter
et al., 2011, 2013). A complete optimization of one mirror
takes approximately one hour, including influence function
determination of all 16 electrodes and several iterative optimization steps for a total of 20 scans.
2.4.2. Beam-size measurement. The beam size is evaluated
at both image planes of the photon delivery systems – at the
secondary source aperture, and at the sample position. At the
SSA, the horizontal beam size of 25 mm is large enough to use
a YAG:Ce scintillator visualization screen. At the sample
position, the scintillator’s point spread function is too large to
permit measurement of a 1 mm beam size. In our default
method, a nanowire scan, a 30 nm high Cr nanowire supported
on a Si structure is scanned through the beam. The fluorescence intensity from the beam scattered by the Cr nanowire
provides a signal proportional to the local beam intensity. A
knife-edge scan using the edge of a 300 mm thick tungsten wire
was used as an independent verification of the Cr nanowire
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Figure 2
The FMX beam profile, showing the FMX beam spot at focus as detected
by a Cr nanowire scan. (a) Horizontal profile with a 1.49 mm FWHM.
(b) Vertical profile with a 1.04 mm FWHM.

scan. As a non-invasive option, the beam profile can be
obtained from a histogram of the centroid offset of a pencilbeam scan profile (Sutter et al., 2011, 2013), weighted with the
corresponding beam intensity at the scanned slit. At the time
of writing, we have not yet commissioned this across the
beamline’s energy range and through a sufficiently long
period, so we use the Cr nanowire method regularly to confirm
the beam size.
2.5. Diagnostics and feedback

FMX employs both beam-occluding visualization screens
and transmissive beam position monitors to diagnose the
beam position and profile along the beamline.
2.5.1. Visualization screens. For commissioning purposes
and initial local orbit adjustments, a frontend visualization flag
22 m from the center of the short straight section provides
an undisturbed image of the photon beam at ring currents up
to 2 mA.
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665
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For regular control of the beam alignment, one white-beam
visualization screen and four monochromatic screens are
placed along the beamline. The white-beam screen is a polycrystalline diamond screen upstream of the DCM, mounted at
45 incidence to a water-cooled copper frame and imaged by a
CCD camera (AVT Manta G-125 B) at 45 . Its main use is to
assert the beam location in the fixed mask after longer shutdowns. The monochromatic screens are YAG:Ce scintillators
inserted at normal incidence to the beam and coupled to a
CCD camera (AVT Prosilica GT 2450 B) via a 90 deflection
mirror. They are placed downstream of the HDCM, downstream of the HFM, upstream of the SSA and upstream of the
KB mirrors. Their use is manifold, from qualitative undulator
mode and beam-shape analysis, position and flux determinations, to quantitative position scans for in situ mirror
metrology.
2.5.2. Beam-position monitors. One white-beam X-ray
beam-position monitor (BPM) and three monochromatic
BPMs are available. The white-beam BPM is a tungsten-blade
photocurrent monitor placed in the frontend upstream of the
frontend slits at 15.4 m from the source (Ilinski, 2013). A
challenge for the commissioning of this BPM is the proximity
of the AMX beam 30 mm outboard of the FMX beam. To
account for the cross-talk with the AMX beam fan, in addition
to calibrating for the FMX undulator gap, the monitor was
cross-calibrated to the AMX undulator gap, using a total of
10  10 gap combinations.
The monochromatic BPMs are quad-electrode CVD
diamond photocurrent monitors developed at BNL (Sydor
Instruments SI-DBPM-M405) (Keister et al., 2018). The first is
positioned at 39.5 m downstream of the monochromator at
38.6 m, the second at the secondary source at 53.1 m, and the
third at 65.5 m directly downstream of the focusing KB
mirrors, 0.2 m upstream of the focal spot. The position resolution is 0.1% of the beam size, 100 nm for the BPM
upstream of the sample position. All diamond monitors can be
retracted from the beam to minimize absorption, e.g. to gain
flux for long-wavelength experiments.
2.5.3. Encoder-based frequency analysis. Further important diagnostics for localizing and eliminating drifts and
vibrations are the high-resolution encoders of the main optical
elements. A kilohertz-frequency read-out with a subsequent
fast Fourier transform analysis enables the correlation of
critical mechanical frequencies of a specific optical element to
vibrational instabilities seen in the X-ray beam.
2.5.4. Feedback stabilization. For beam position correction,
three sequential feedback loops are implemented. The first
steers the local electron beam orbit to keep the X-ray beam
position stable on the frontend BPM. The second loop keeps
the beam stable on the secondary source, and the third
stabilizes the beam at the sample position.
The photon beams into AMX and FMX undergo angular
drifts correlated to the 24 h day/night temperature cycle, due
to sector 17 of the storage ring bridging the access tunnel
underneath the NSLS-II storage ring. A minute-timescale
bump correction, developed by the NSLS-II Accelerator
Controls Group (Hidaka et al., 2019), corrects the local elecJ. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665

Table 1
Specifications of the FMX photon delivery system for the photon beam at
the sample position.
Energy range
Wavelength range
Flux at focus at 12.7 keV
Focal spot min (VH)
Focal spot range
Divergence (VH)

5–30 keV
0.4–2.5 Å
4.0  1012 photons s1
1 mm  1.5 mm
1–10 mm
2 mrad  3 mrad to 0.5 mrad  0.5 mrad

tron orbit angle to keep the photon beam stable on the FMX
frontend BPM. This reduces beam motions between the
electron orbit and the beamline axis to under 20% of the beam
size during an 8 h shift.
The beam position at the secondary source can be stabilized
by a feedback loop using the roll of the first DCM crystal and
the pitch of the first horizontal focusing mirror. Lastly, the
beam position at the sample is stabilized via the horizontal and
vertical KB mirror pitch. The two monochromatic feedback
loops use the CAENels BEST system to amplify the BPM
signal currents, derive position signals and control the piezo
positioners for the corrective degrees of freedom. Currently,
all three feedback stages are only used on drifts in the subhertz regime but may be extended to higher vibrational
frequencies.

2.6. Specifications

Apart from its energy range, the beamline’s key performance parameters are its flux and its beam size (see Table 1).
The absolute flux is checked regularly by a calibrated PIN
photodiode at the sample position (see Fig. 3). For continuous
flux monitoring and logging during data collection, the
photocurrent measured by the CVD diamond quadrant
XBPM is converted to photon flux and multiplied by the

Figure 3
The FMX photon flux at the sample position across the operational
photon energy range. At lower energies, the flux is diminished due to
partial absorption of the horizontally polarized synchrotron radiation in
the horizontal-bounce DCM, as well as by absorption in the Be exit
window and the remaining air path to the sample.
Dieter K. Schneider et al.
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Figure 4
Flux density and beam size of FMX and selected bright microfocus MX
beamlines worldwide (Allan et al., 2015; Burkhardt et al., 2016; Cianci et
al., 2017; Fischetti et al., 2013; Hasegawa et al., 2013; Hirata et al., 2013;
Mueller-Dieckmann et al., 2015; Riekel et al., 2010; Schulze-Briese et al.,
2002; Smith et al., 2012; Soltis et al., 2008; von Stetten et al., 2020; Ursby et
al., 2020). Spot size encodes maximum flux, see legend.

attenuator transmission, providing an independent alwaysonline absolute measurement.
2.6.1. Flux density comparison. Its combination of micrometre beam size and high flux places FMX into an entirely
new territory of achievable flux densities. FMX surpasses the
currently brightest MX beamlines by up to two orders of
magnitude in achievable dose rate (Fig. 4). The design specifications of the EBSL8 beamline at the new ESRF-EBS ring
are pushing this limit even higher, as indicated. The time to
deliver a dose corresponding to the Garman limit (Owen et al.,
2006) at a wavelength of 1 Å can then be as short as 30 ms on
FMX. This performance is a direct consequence of NSLS-II’s
low emittance (Smaluk et al., 2019), allowing the full flux of
the insertion device to be focused into the micrometre-sized
beam spot.

3. Experimental station
The experimental stations of FMX (Fig. 5) and AMX were
designed and constructed in-house, with a focus on precision,
stability and the flexibility to support a wide array of sampledelivery methods. Details of their design have been published
elsewhere (Fuchs et al., 2016; Bhogadi et al., 2017) and will be
summarized in an upcoming publication.
While keeping the two endstations as similar as possible, the
FMX station has a secondary goniometer assembly to support
specialized sample-delivery methods such as crystal jets or still
(non-rotating) supports, or (not yet implemented) crystallization trays. To account for the limited space between the
focusing mirror tank and the sample position of only 190 mm
along the beam, a large granite arch around the KB mirror
allows mounting of components placed further away from
the beam.
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The beam conditioning unit (BCU) contains (from
upstream to downstream) an X-ray beam position monitor
(Sydor Instruments SI-DBPM-M405) (Keister et al., 2018), an
attenuator unit, an XY pair of slits, an intensity monitor, a
photon shutter (Goetze & Lienert, 2009) and a second pair of
XY slits (Fuchs et al., 2016). The overall length of the BCU
along the beam is only 140 mm, facilitated by the use of an
inert-gas-containing vessel rather than a bulkier and lessaccessible vacuum enclosure.
From the BCU exit window to the sample, the beam
traverses the drilled mirror of the on-axis microscope (see
below) and a 350 mm inner diameter (ID) molybdenum tube
to collimate the beam and attenuate air scatter. The 0.6 mm
outer diameter (OD) of the tungsten beamstop corresponds
to a lowest recordable resolution of 32 Å at a beamstop-tosample distance of 10 mm and an energy of 12.7 keV. For
lower-energy experiments, smaller diameter beamstops with
0.45 mm OD can be mounted manually on a magnetic precision mount. The alignment routine with the XYZ translations
uses both the sample microscope and the flux measurement
diode and takes under 5 min.
On a second retractable positioner, a photodiode and a
CdWO4 scintillator provide beam shape, position and intensity
diagnostics at the focal spot (Bhogadi et al., 2017).
The on-axis microscope integrates a customized Questar
QM100 telescope with a 100–150 mm working distance by
deflecting the optical path downwards with a drilled 45
mirror. It provides four always-on fixed magnifications, with
a 190  150 mm field of view at the highest magnification to
resolve crystals down to a size of 1 mm.
The main FMX goniometer (Bhogadi et al., 2017) is built
around a Nelson Air SP150 rotary air bearing for the horizontal rotation axis and a stick–slip piezo YZ stage (SmarAct
SLC-1720) for sample centering and scanning translations
perpendicular to the rotation axis. The sphere of confusion at
the sample position of the uncorrected goniometer axis was
measured at <500 nm peak to peak for a full rotation. After
retracting the main goniometer inboard, the secondary goniometer can be inserted into the sample position for specialized
experiments such as microcrystal jets (Weierstall et al., 2014)
(Fig. 11).
With the extreme dose rates of over 250 MGy s1 that the
beamline can deliver, and considering the maximum frame
rate of the Eiger X 16M of 750 Hz for a 4M region of interest
(ROI), the current main goniometer is still speed-limited for
large raster scans, e.g. in raster-scanning serial crystallography.
To provide the positioning speed and precision to cope with
these experiment conditions, we have developed a full XYZ
piezo positioner-based high-speed high-precision goniometer
to support operation at the full flux of FMX (Gao et al., 2018).
Details of these experiments are described in Section 7.5.1
below.
To obtain X-ray fluorescence spectra and absorption edge
scans, we installed a Ketek VIAMP KC Si drift detector with a
50 mm2 collimated area and an energy resolution < 133 eV.
For sample temperature control, a CryoStream cold-gas
flow system (Oxford Cryosystems Ltd) covers a user-selectJ. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665
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able temperature range from 80 to 400 K. A mobile HC-Lab
Humidity Controller (Arinax) can be put in place of the
CryoStream system for windowless collection from crystals
at room temperature.

stream of the sample. It minimizes absorption of the radiation
diffracted from the crystal.

4. Automation
3.1. Area detector

FMX’s detector is a Dectris Eiger X 16M, a hybrid pixelarray single-photon-counting detector. Its central 4M pixels
can be read out in a dedicated ROI mode with frame rates up
to 750 Hz. It has 4150  4371 pixels with a 75 mm  75 mm
size. These specifications make it an ideal detector for highflux high-frame-rate operation, for microcrystallography, and
for obtaining high-resolution datasets from large-unit-cell
crystals.
The vendor guarantees a maximum sustained frame rate for
a 30 s buffer time. We have not hit this limit in operation,
because at high frame rates microcrystals yield sparse
diffraction images, which compress well.
The detector support’s vertical lift stage has a 100 to
+400 mm travel range for vertical offset measurements. With a
horizontal X stage, the detector can be moved outboard past
the goniometer spindle for a minimal detector distance of
80 mm. The maximum detector distance is 2.3 m.
For data collection at long wavelengths, an He path for a
fixed detector distance of 137 mm can be fixed mounted onto
the detector, with an 8 mm Kapton window 12 mm down-

FMX is equipped with a robotic sample-changer system based
on an industrial six-axis robot arm (Stäubli TX60) (Lazo et
al., 2021). A three-prong collet gripper developed in-house
supports a SPINE sample-holder (Cipriani et al., 2006)
mounting, with a planned extension to miniSPINE holders
(Papp et al., 2017). The gripper can be switched automatically
for different tools such as a future miniSPINE holder or
crystallization-plate grippers. The liquid-nitrogen storage
Dewar (Absolut System) provides space for 24 Unipucks
(https://smb.slac.stanford.edu/robosync/Universal_Puck/) for
a maximum capacity of 384 samples. The system is equipped
with sensors at all steps of the mounting and unmounting
process for sample tracking. A force/torque sensor from ATI
Industrial Automation allows for calibrating and testing of
the robot alignment. Eddy-current distance sensors on the
endstation frame allow for testing of the robot alignment in
the endstation coordinate system. An Arinax Smart Magnet
system provides feedback of sample presence on the goniometer. This system has successfully mounted over 3000 user
samples per cycle with a mounting reliability of over 99.8% in
cycles 2019-2 and 2019-3, with a sample exchange time of 40 s.

Figure 5
The FMX experimental station. (1) Main goniometer. (2) Secondary goniometer. (3) Eiger X 16M detector. (4) CryoStream CS800. (5) Samplemounting robot. (6) Cooling-gas exhaust tube. (7) Microscope deflection mirror. (8) Sample back-illumination. (9) Beam stop. (10) Questar QM100
microscope objective. (11) Beam-conditioning unit. Panels (b) to (d) show three experiment states of the Governor state controller (see Section 5.2) – (b)
sample exchange, (c) sample alignment and (d) data acquisition.
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665
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AMX and FMX support a fully automated data collection
mode. For crystals with sizes of 20 mm or more, which are
mounted in a loop that is matched to the crystal size, a mode
based on auto-loop centering achieves a throughput of > 25
samples per hour, corresponding to 130 samples per shift,
including the setup and switchover times. For other samples,
we employ X-ray diffraction-based crystal centering, with a
throughput of 15 samples per hour and  90 samples per shift.
In both modes, all data are collected with a pre-determined
oscillation range. Further details are described in the AMX
beamline paper (Jakoncic et al., in preparation).
Figure 6

5. Controls systems
The beamline’s photon delivery system and endstation hardware are controlled through the Experimental Physics and
Industrial Control System (EPICS, http://www.aps.anl.gov/
epics/), using Control System Studio (CSS) (Clausen et al.,
2007) to provide a graphical interface. The motor controllers
are DeltaTau TurboPMAC and PowerPMAC controllers. Most
of the sub-micrometre-precision positioners for the slits and
endstation devices are SmarAct stick–slip piezo positioners,
which are controlled from the DeltaTau controllers through
the SDC2 step and direction interface. All motors are operated in closed-loop mode by default. Encoder capture-based
triggering is realized through Quantum Detectors Zebra
boxes – one each for the slit scans of the first- and secondstage focusing mirrors, and one for the goniometer–detector
synchronization.
Higher-level automation is realized through Python
routines based on the NSLS-II standard Ophyd hardware
abstraction layer and Bluesky data collection suite (Arkilic et
al., 2017; NSLS-II, 2019). The data collection graphical user
interface Life Science Data Collection (LSDC) uses both
Bluesky/Ophyd and dedicated Python libraries (Fig. 6).
5.1. Beamline optics control and automation

To automate energy changes and beam alignment, the
IVU21 undulator spectrum was mapped across the full energy
range from 5 to 30 keV. In operation, a narrow undulator gap
scan around the reference position is performed to maximize
intensity. Correction of the pitch of the second monochromator crystal finds the peak of the DCM rocking curve
around the look-up values to optimize the monochromatic
flux. Then all mirrors are aligned to the energy-optimized
coatings based on lookup tables, with optional position
corrections based on the two monochromatic feedback loops
into the secondary source and into the endstation. At the
sample position, a scintillator screen is raised into the sample
position and the beam center determined in the camera field
of view. The height of the goniometer rotation axis is then
updated to ensure its intersection with the X-ray beam. This
procedure allows users to change energies at any time during
their shift without staff support.
Visualization of the rotation axis is achieved by centering
a precision needle on the goniometer. This step is still
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The controls architecture of the FMX and AMX beamlines. Communication between the different databases, servers and controllers is
indicated by white arrows. The LSDC GUI and server communicate
through EPICS Channel Access, indicated by green arrows.

performed manually by staff, typically at the start of a user
shift, but an automated routine including robotic pin mounting
is currently being commissioned.
5.2. Endstation control

Control of the endstation configuration is the job of an
experiment state manager, an EPICS input/output controller
(IOC) called ‘the Governor’. It provides pre-defined movement trajectories between typical experiment configuration
states such as ‘sample exchange’ for robot access, ‘sample
alignment’ for crystal centering, ‘data acquisition’ for sample
exposures, or ‘beam location’ for beam diagnostics with a
scintillator screen [see Figs. 5(a)–5(d)]. For transitions
between states, where allowed, a collision-free sequence of
motor movements is pre-defined, that is then executed by the
Governor. Beamline applications request endstation transitions from the Governor through EPICS channel access.
To speed up transitions, motors that cannot collide can be
grouped to move concurrently. Within each state, each motor
can be assigned an arbitrary safe movement range. If a defined
safe travel range is violated by an external application, the
Governor exits into a ‘Maintenance’ state and reports the
error to facilitate troubleshooting. Limiting all position
changes to one tool greatly increases the robustness of
operation by eliminating accidental device collisions and
providing a single reporter for positioner problems during
operation.
5.3. Data collection graphical user interface

The data collection control software on FMX and AMX is
LSDC. The layout of its PyQt5 graphical user interface (GUI)
is based on MXCuBE2 (Gabadinho et al., 2010). It is functionally divided into three main areas: sample queue, data
collection parameters and sample viewing (Fig. 7). The sample
queue area on the left lists the samples stored in the automounter Dewar, as well as data collection queues and histories
for each sample. Below the sample information window are
command keys for the automounter, and queue management
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665
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Figure 7
The LSDC GUI for AMX and FMX. The sample requests view is displayed in the left-hand column, data acquisition parameters are set in the center, and
the sample video view is displayed in the right-hand column.

and execution. The data collection area in the middle of the
GUI covers general parameters such as starting angle and
collection range, as well as beam parameters like energy and
transmission. Below are entry fields for dedicated sample
centering and data collection protocols. Centering protocols
can be ‘Interactive’ for user-control and ‘Automated’ for
unsupervised data collection. Collection protocols include
‘Standard’ for taking a number of consecutive rotation images,
‘Screen’ for two exposures 90 apart, ‘Raster’ for raster grid
scans in a user-defined area and step size, ‘Vector’ for
continuous or stepwise helical data collection between two
points, and ‘Characterization’ for indexing and strategizing
using EDNA (Incardona et al., 2009). Automated data
processing and structure determination pipelines can be
selected here as well, see below. The sample viewing area on
the right is for sample inspection and centering. Four fixed
magnification levels are available for visualizing crystals of
different sizes. The ‘Raster Explore’ tool is used to check
diffraction patterns based on the ‘diffraction heat map’
produced by raster scans. The Dectris Albula diffraction
viewer is run as a separate application, interfaced for image
display from LSDC. In a separate tab for absorption-edge
scans, users select the anomalous scatterer to set the energy
scan parameters, and obtain a live plot of the X-ray fluorescence signal versus beam energy and a Chooch plot (Evans &
Pettifer, 2001) displaying the inflection and peak energies, f 0
and f 00 . For remote data collection, users connect to the local
network through the Brookaven National Laboratory virtual
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665

private network and control a dedicated data collection
workstation through a NoMachine server.

6. Data processing
6.1. Data reduction and structure determination

FMX and AMX provide users with a data reduction pipeline, fastDP (Winter & McAuley, 2011), a Python script
originally from Diamond Light Source (UK) which uses XDS
(Kabsch, 2010), CCP4 (Winn et al., 2011) and CCTBX
(Grosse-Kunstleve et al., 2002) to process data quickly. In the
fastDP pipeline, diffraction images are indexed and integrated
in P1 by XDS, a point group is determined through analysis
from POINTLESS (Evans, 2006) and the CORRECT step in
XDS, and finally the data are scaled in XDS in the point group
and merged with AIMLESS (Evans & Murshudov, 2013). The
companion script for novel structural determination, fastEP
(https://github.com/DiamondLightSource/fast_ep), utilizes
SHELX (Sheldrick, 2015) in a brute-force structure determination approach by testing all possible space groups based on
the point group from fastDP, and a wide range of solvent
content. We developed two additional variants of fastEP,
Fast_ep_weak and Fast_ep_NSLS2, with optimizations for
experimental phasing with weak signals and for single-crystal
SAD phasing, respectively. For ligand- and drug-screening
experiments, a molecular replacement and ligand-visualization pipeline, DIMPLE (Winn et al., 2011), available through
Dieter K. Schneider et al.
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the CCP4 package (Winn et al., 2011), is also incorporated in
the LSDC GUI. Users provide structure models, and enter
structural and sequence information associated with each
crystal in a sample information spreadsheet.
Other crystallographic software available includes DOZOR
(Zander et al., 2015) and DIALS spotfinder (Sauter et al.,
2013) for spot finding in raster scans and serial crystallography
data processing, DIALS (Winter et al., 2018) and HKL2000
(Otwinowski & Minor, 1997) for data reduction, SHELX
(Sheldrick, 2015) and HKL2MAP (Pape & Schneider, 2004)
for novel structure determination, and CCP4 (Winn et al.,
2011) and PHENIX (Adams et al., 2010) as multi-purpose
tools.
The data generated by the different serial crystallography
methods differ greatly in how they have to be processed, e.g.
still images versus ! rotation images, continuous scans versus
fixed-target step rasters or step-scan vectors, data from a few
crystals versus data from thousands of crystals, and also data
that have a sizeable fraction of empty frames. The main
building blocks of the serial crystallography processing pipelines are the multi-crystal data processing pipeline PyMDA
(Guo et al., 2018; Takemaru et al., 2020), the serial crystallography pipeline called WYpeline developed for our ultra-fast
raster scanning work (Gao et al., 2018), and tools for
processing datasets consisting of still image exposures in jet
serial crystallography like CrystFEL (White et al., 2016). A
key step in all of these are clustering algorithms using one or
several different metrics to choose the sub-datasets to merge
for the final dataset, and various spotfinder tools (Winter et al.,
2018; Zander et al., 2015) to discern images containing usable
diffraction data from empty ones.
Users’ sample information is managed in ISPyB (Delagenière et al., 2011) and data collection and processing results
are displayed through SynchWeb (Fisher et al., 2015).
6.2. Computing

For computing needs during user operation, AMX and
FMX operate over 21 dedicated cluster nodes with 716 cores
in the NSLS-II shared computing center, employing SSH calls
for running distributed code and pipelines for rastering, data
reduction and structure solving. For short-term storage, the
two MX beamlines write data to solid-state drive storage
appliances that are connected to our central high-performance
General Parallel File System (GPFS) using low-latency 56 GB
InfiniBand. This bandwidth is required for real-time feedback
during diffraction raster scans and data reduction. For longer
term storage, after 24 h files are transparently moved to
spinning disks. The entire computing system configuration
is described in greater detail in the AMX beamline article
(Jakoncic et al., in preparation).

7. User research
7.1. Microbeam crystallography

In the first two years of user operation, we worked with our
users to develop optimized work flows for FMX and for
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Figure 8
The benefits of microfocus crystallography, or why a micrometre-sized
beam is also beneficial for data collection on larger crystals.

AMX’s microbeam to realize the benefits of microfocus
crystallography and make the workflows performant and
intuitive to use. Data collection protocols for raster scanning a
sample across the beam to locate small or obscured crystals,
and well diffracting areas in larger crystals, as well as vector- or
helical-scan data collection to distribute the dose across the
crystal volume, have become indispensable tools (Miller et
al., 2019).
As an example, large crystals can exhibit cracks, twists or
irregular growth regions, which will yield unusable diffraction
patterns with multiple lattices or irregular reflection profiles
when illuminated with a large beam profile. A raster-scanning
evaluation of such a crystal with a microfocus beam provides a
high-resolution map of the diffraction properties across the
crystal’s volume. Data collection from a small optimal crystal
volume can then deliver high-quality diffraction and a
complete dataset. Once the crystals approach the size of the
microfocus beam, multi-crystal data collection schemes are
required to collect complete datasets, and photoelectron
escape effects become efficient (Sanishvili et al., 2011; Dickerson & Garman, 2019) (Fig. 8).
7.2. Riboswitches

The structure determination of riboswitches published by
Peselis & Serganov (2018) depended critically on the FMX
microbeam to detect small areas within the large RNA crystal
to obtain indexable diffraction patterns. Because RNA is
inherently unstable and lacks hydrophobic surfaces that aid
crystal packing, it often yields poorly diffracting and highly
mosaic crystals that are unsuitable for data collection. Most
often, RNA crystals grow as assemblies, or as macrocrystals
composed of aligned, merged, small crystals. Furthermore, the
RNA structure is stabilized by metal cations, which increase
the sensitivity of the crystals’ RNA to radiation damage.
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665
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Figure 9
(a) X-shaped crystals of the ppGpp riboswitch. A red arrow shows the tip
of the crystal used for collecting data on FMX. (b) The crystal structure of
the ppGpp-bound riboswitch (Peselis & Serganov, 2018). The RNA is in
cartoon representation, with the sugar–phosphate backbone depicted as a
cylindrical ribbon, colored according to its structural elements. ppGpp is
shown as a stick model, surrounded by Mg2+ ions.

Figure 10

Combining FMX’s fully focused beam with a vector data
collection strategy allowed the collection of a full dataset
from a small crystal without significant radiation damage by
collecting data from only an edge of the X-shaped crystal
assembly (Fig. 9).
7.3. Sulfur phasing of Ric 8A

Ric 8A, a G-protein chaperone and guanine nucleotide
exchange factor, is essential for cell survival. The Sprang
laboratory (University of Montana, USA) determined the
structure of a major 452-residue Ric 8A domain with Gbinding activity (Zeng et al., 2019). The structure, together
with further biochemical data, provides clues to the
mechanism by which Ric 8A interacts with its G substrate.
Needle-like Ric 8A crystals, measuring on average
10 mm  10 mm  150 mm in size, diffracted to 3 Å at
conventional synchrotron sources. There are no known
homologs of Ric 8A, which prevents the use of molecular
replacement. Further, Se-Met Ric 8A forms only microcrystals, and native Ric 8A crystals are highly sensitive to
heavy metals. Therefore, to provide phases for the crystal
structure, the group chose to use the anomalous signal from
the nine Cys and ten Met residues of the native protein to
phase the structure. Multiple datasets from randomly oriented
crystals were collected at 100 K at a wavelength of 1.77 Å,
with a total rotation per dataset ranging from 360 to 5760 .
The final S SAD dataset was merged from 14 crystals
(11 million reflections, 800-fold multiplicity), revealing an S
anomalous signal significant to 3.4 Å. This led to a refined
model for Ric 8A at 2.2 Å resolution. Fig. 10 shows an
anomalous difference map for the sulfur substructure
consisting of 40 sulfur sites, corresponding to 36 Met/Cys
residues from the two Ric 8A molecules and four sulfate ions
in the asymmetric unit.
In a follow-up experiment, the Sprang group recently solved
the Ric 8A : G complex structure with data collected on FMX
(McClelland et al., 2020). The plate-shaped crystals of the
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665

A structure model of Ric 8A. Anomalous difference electron-density
map showing the 40 sulfur sites comprising the sulfur atom substructure
in the asymmetric unit (see text), contoured at 4.5.

Ric 8A : G : nanobody complex have an average size of
50 mm  50 mm  5 mm. These crystals diffracted weakly and
anisotropically and required extensive screening. The data
were filtered through STARANISO and the final structure was
refined to 3.3 Å resolution along the best diffracting axis. The
Ric 8A : G interaction surface is extensive and involves most
of the ARM/HEAT of Ric 8A and its C-terminal domain.
Ric 8A induces larger conformational changes in G than
GPCRs, with a major displacement of the G C-terminus and
Switch II. The new X-ray crystallography structure is overall
similar to and corresponds well with a 3.9 Å cryo-electron
microscopy structure of this complex determined by the
same group.
7.4. Multiple-crystal data collection

For crystals in the 1–10 mm size range, radiation damage
makes collection of a complete dataset from a single crystal
challenging to impossible. Therefore, one often requires a
multiple-crystal data collection strategy to achieve a complete
dataset to the highest achievable resolution. Multiple crystals
can be mounted by scooping through crystal slurries using a
regular nylon loop or a mesh-type loop. Mesh loops have the
advantage that it is easy to remove excess liquid before flashfreezing by application of filter paper to the back side of the
mesh. Raster-scanning tools in LSDC, typically with a raster
step size smaller than the crystal size, reveal ‘hot spots’ in
crystals, detected by a spotfinder, suggesting positions for
diffraction data collection. The software can save and queue
positions that demonstrate diffraction beyond a set resolution
limit for automated data collection. A typical data collection
strategy might be to rotate each crystal by 5 using 0.2 per
image and 50 images per second (500 ms total exposure per
sample). Using this protocol, it takes about one second to
move from crystal to crystal.
Dieter K. Schneider et al.
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Liu and co-workers at BNL have developed optimized
micromesh sample holders and a three-step automated dataprocessing procedure for multi-crystal data collection (Guo et
al., 2018; Takemaru et al., 2020) and successfully extended the
method to native SAD phasing (Guo et al., 2019). In Step 1,
each single crystal is indexed and integrated using DIALS
(Winter et al., 2018), and a unit-cell clustering scheme is used
to produce a reference dataset. In Step 2, based on the relative
correlation coefficient comparing data from a single-crystal
dataset to the reference dataset, one can identify a refined
selection of crystals and images from which the final merged
datasets can be combined. Step 3 includes an iterative crystal
and image rejection filter to generate a sorted succession of
merged datasets at varied levels of accepted accumulated
dose. Eventually, one can evaluate the merged datasets from
Step 3 by measures of data quality and structural analysis.
7.5. Serial crystallography

FMX supports the two main sample-delivery methods to
bring new crystal targets rapidly into the beam – goniometerbased raster scanning and high-viscosity extrusion in a jet.
7.5.1. Raster scanning serial crystallography. To maximize
sample throughput for raster scanning serial crystallography,
we have developed a high-speed high-precision goniometer
based on a unique XYZ piezo positioner with sub-100 nm
raster scanning precision at over 40 raster lines per second
scanning frequency (Gao et al., 2018). We have obtained highquality diffraction datasets by serial crystallography up to the
Eiger X 16M’s maximum frame rate of 750 Hz (using the 4M
central region) and using the full flux of the beamline. The
collection parameters were tuned to obtain multiple rotation
diffraction images per crystal, thus requiring fewer crystals for
a complete dataset. Multiple raster scans were performed
sequentially over the region of interest, with a total shutteropen time of 18 s for a complete dataset selectively combined
from over 400 partial datasets (Gao et al., 2018). This is a speed
increase of around two orders of magnitude over earlier
implementations (Gati et al., 2014; Coquelle et al., 2015),
reducing data collection times from hours to under a minute,
and it does not require loading a fixed target matrix sample
holder (Roedig et al., 2015; Mueller et al., 2015; Davy et
al., 2019).
To process the multi-crystal rotation raster data, we developed a Python-scripted workflow, called WYpeline, which
employs mainly DOZOR (Zander et al., 2015) and XDS
(Kabsch, 2010). Each partial dataset, determined by DOZOR,
is separately indexed and integrated in XDS. A clustering
based on unit-cell sizes and a hierarchical clustering of the
correlation coefficients from XSCALE (Giordano et al.,
2012; Santoni et al., 2017) yield the final merged dataset. To
demonstrate the advantages of the versatile data collection
schemes above, we compiled examples for these use cases on
typical samples in collaboration with the work group of Sandra
Gabelli (Miller et al., 2019).
7.5.2. Serial crystallography with a high-viscosity extrusion
injector. We have partnered with the group of John Spence
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Figure 11
Serial crystallography with an LCP jet on FMX. (Right) The highviscosity extrusion injector mounted on the secondary goniometer on the
FMX beamline. The beam (yellow arrow) hits the LCP stream ejected
downwards from the injector nozzle. (Bottom left) A view of the injector
nozzle tip in the sample microscope. The nozzle is aligned so the beam
(red cross) hits the viscous jet just underneath the nozzle. (Top left) Still
diffraction images are recorded on the Eiger X 16M detector.

(Arizona State University, USA) to operate a high-viscosity
extrusion injector to enable data collection of microcrystals
in LCP and other compatible viscous media. We injected
microcrystal (5–10 mm) suspensions to the intersection with
the X-ray beam (Botha et al., in preparation) using the highviscosity extrusion injector (Weierstall et al., 2014) with a 20–
50 mm ID nozzle and a minimal flow speed of 100–300 mm s1.
A 20 ml reservoir of crystal slurry provides 4–10 h of injector
flow for data collection, depending on the flow rate. When in
operation, the injector is mounted on the secondary goniometer to align the injector downwards perpendicular to the
X-ray beam path (Fig. 11) and typically 10 000–100 000 single
diffraction images will be recorded at up to 750 Hz while the
microcrystals are passing through the X-ray beam. To filter the
data, Cheetah (Barty et al., 2014) or DOZOR (Zander et al.,
2015) identify the images containing diffraction patterns, and
these are processed with CrystFEL (White et al., 2016).
The main appeal of the jet for the synchrotron MX user
base is the optimized workflow the jet system provides for
LCP-grown microcrystals.

8. Conclusion
The Frontier Microfocus Macromolecular Crystallography
beamline FMX at NSLS-II provides an ultra-brilliant beam to
push the boundaries of microfocus crystallography. In its first
two years of general user operation, we have established a
broad range of sample-delivery and data collection modes that
can be tailored to the crystallographic and structural biology
problems our users bring to the beamline.
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2021). 28, 650–665
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